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4. NOUN-MARKING PARTICLES

There Is a class of particles in Caslguran Dumagat, the members of

which introduce phrases as noun-like and show their relationship to

the verb (J. Headland 1966), We call these particles noun-marking

particles. These noun-marking particles occur in eleven different

forms : tu, i , no, na , to, ta, t
i

, ni , du, dl , de. The nonpersonal

plural particles can occur reduplicated (dudu and didi), making a total

of thirteen possibilities. These particles contrast on the syntactic

and lexical levels.

TABLE 4. MATRIX OF NOUN-MARKING PARTICLES
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4.1.2 Attributive

The attributive Is any unfocused subjective phrase or any noun

possessor phrase,

10. Kinagi no anak. The ohitd spoke,
2

11. Kinagi na anak. The ohildren spoke, (or) The paTtioulav child

spoke (you know the one)

,

12. Kinagi du anak. The ohildren spoke,

13« Kinagi dudu anak. The (many) children spoke,
2

Ik, Kinagi di anak. The particular children spoke (you know the

ones) ,

2
15. Kinagi didi anak. The (many) particular children spoke*

16. Kinagi ni Juan. John spoke,

17. Kinagi de Juan. John (and his companions) spoke,

18. Kinagi no Juan se, John (who is deceased) spoke,

4.1.3 Oblique

The oblique Is any unfocused noun phrase which is not subject of the

clause

,

19. Kinagi ko to anak. I said it to the child,
2

20. Kinagi ko ta anak. I said it to the children, (or) I said it to

the particular child (you know the one),

21. Kinagi ko du anak. I said it to the ohildren,

22. Kinagi ko dudu anak. I said it to the (many) children,
2

23. Kinagi ko di anak. I said it to the particular children (you know

the ones),
2

24. Kinagi ko dIdi anak, I said it to the (many) particular children,

23, Kinagi ko nl Juan, I said it to John,

26, Kinagi ko de Juan, I said it to John (and his companions)

,

2
27, Kinagi ko to Juan se, I said it to John (who is deceased)

,

4.2 LEXICAL LE\)El

On the lexical level the noun-marking particles contrast as to

personal versus nonpersonal, plural versus singular, and present versus

absent,

4.2.1 Personal Versus Nonpersonal

Particles t!, ni and de mark phrases as personal (a person's name or

a kinship term). All other noun-marking particles mark phrases as

nonpersonal. See above examples 1, 7» 10, 16, 19 and 25.
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4.2.2 Plural Versus Singular

Particles du, dl and de mark phrases as plural. All other noun-

marking particles mark phrases as singular. See above examples 3, 5,

8, 12, 14, 17, 21, 23 and 26. Often, however, the singular particles

are used even when the noun is plural (as in examples 2, 11 and 20),

4.2.3 Present Versus Absent

Nonpersonal particles contrast as to present and absent. I, na, ta

and di mark phrases as present. tu, no, to and du mark phrases as

absent. See above examples 1, 2, 10, 11, 19, 20, 21 and 23. By the

terms * present' versus 'absent' we mean several things. For example,

the difference between examples numbered 1 and 2 above could be one or

more of several, depending on the context under which it is spoken.

Though both clauses literally mean. The child epoke ^ the choice of

noun-marking particle can reflect one or more several opposite meanings.

This can best be shown by Table 5*

TABLE 5. PRESENT VERSUS ABSENT

present
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5.1.2 The Set II Topic pronouns can substitute for any post-predicate

noun phrase marked by one of the Topic set of noun-marking particles.

Meglakad tu anak ta banwan. The child walks to town,

Meglakad siya ta banwan. He watke to town,

5.1.3 The Set III Attributive pronouns can substitute for any noun

phrase marked by one of the Attributive set of noun-marking particles.

Glnahoti no takay tu ulag. The man hit the anake.

GInahoti na tu ulag. He hit the anake.

5.1.4 The Set IV Oblique pronouns can substitute for any noun phrase

marked by one of the Oblique set of noun-marking particles.

Ibugtong no anak to bebe. The child sella to the lady*

Ibugtong no anak dide. The child sella to them.

The four sets of personal pronouns are shown in the following table:

TABLE 6. PERSONAL PRONOUNS

SET I
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Melyamut side dikita. They are mad at you and me*

Inaguman de ka? Did they help you?

PinabadM ko siya diya. I had him ahoot her.

Whenever the first person singular pronoun, ko, of the Set III

pronouns occurs in a clause together with a second person pronoun, ka

or kam, of the Set II pronouns, the form of the Attributive pronoun

changes from ko to ta. Examples: Sinuntuk ta ka (never *Sinuntuk ko

ka) J hit you,

5,2 OEMOWSTRATIl/E PRONOUNS

There are two sets of demonstrative pronouns, as shown in the

following table:

TABLE 7. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

I
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6. VERBS

The Inflection and uae of verbs is the most complex part of the

grammar of Caslguran Dumagat. Many different categories are indicated

by affixes or affix combinations as may be seen in Tables 8, 9 and 10.

6.1 TENSE

All independent forms of the verb show a contrast between past and

non-past (present, future and imperative) tense. The past tense is

marked by -in- or n- and the non-past is marked by m- except in the

cases of -en, -an, i- and -um-. (The occurrence and meaning of -In-

in dependent verbs requires further investigation.)

Umunek siya. He is climbing, /He will alimb

.

Inumunek slya. He climbed.

In those Instances where there are two past tense forms side by

side in Tables 8, 9 and 10 (such as mi nag- and nag-), there seems to

be no difference in their meanings.

If one compares forms vertically in Tables 8, 9 and 10, it will be

seen that there are many pairs of forms that are the same except for

the vowel, one containing a and one containing i. In the non-past

forms, such as mag- and m^g-, the a at times indicates future and

imperative whereas i Indicates present continuous and habitual.

M^gman side. They are chewing betel nut,

Magman side. They will chew betel nut.

However, in other Instances, they seem to be the same tense and differ

in transitivity or in other ways that are less clear.

M^gdlgus ^k. I will bathe (myself),

Magdigus ^k. I will bathe (the child),

M^glogbut ^k. I submerge (myself) in water,

Maglogbut ^k. I submerge (it) in water,

6.2 FOCUS

Caslguran Dumagat Is like other Philippine languages in that it has

several grammatical devices for highlighting one element or another in

a clause. The best known of these devices is termed * focus » . The

verb in the predicate is affixed to indicate either Subject Focus or

Object Focus, and correspondingly the subject or object in the clause

is given a preposed topic-marking particle. About half of the verbal

affixes are Subject Focus affixes and about half are Object Focus

affixes.
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Magbuno ^k ta manok.
kilt I oblique ahiai^en

'J will kill the oh'iicken, '

Bunu^n ko tu manok.
kill I topic ahioken

'The chicken is what j will kill* '

6.3 ORIEWTATTOW

A second device which Casiguran Dumagat uses for giving prominence

to one element in the clause is what might be called 'orientation'.

In Tables 8, 9 and 10 the horizontal blocks of affixes labelled 1, 2,

3 and 4 each has its own distinctive orientation.

6.3.1 Orientation 1

Orientation 1 is essentially intransitive, and no participant other

than the actor or experiencer is considered important enough to be

mentioned in the clause.

Inum^wat tu anak to d M od

.

surface topic child oblique downriver

'The boy came to the surface downriver* '

M^buktet d^n ti Menslyan.
pregnant already topic Mensiyan

'Meneiyan is pregnant.

'

Umunek tu anak.
climb topic child

'The child will climb the tree,'

On the other hand, orientations 2, 3 and 4 are essentially transi-

tive, and one additional participant in the situation is made explicit

and prominent by being expressed as the object. For many, but not

all, verb stems a different participant functions as object in each

of these three orientations.

6.3.2 Orientation 2

Orientation 2 usually has as its object the participant that is most

directly affected by the action. Sometimes the action is reflexive

and there is no object. It should be noted that the suffix -an has

the allomorph -en following b, d or g (see section 3.6).

Mangunek tu anak to pitukan.
climb topic child oblique honey

'The child will climb up to get the honey, '
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Unek^n no anak tu pitukan.
atimb attrlb . child topic honey

'Honey is what the child will climb up to get* '

M^gsabun ^k ta damlt.
eoap I oblique cloth

'J am soaping up the cloi^hea. '

Sabunen ko i damita.
soap I topic aloth-that

'The clothes are what I am soaping up, '

6.3.3 Orientation 3

Orientation 3 may have as Its object the location, end point, or

recipient of the action, or the participant most affected by the action.

The subject focus affixes signify a reciprocal or competitive action.

M^ginanan du anak to baybay.
run topic children oblique beach

'The children are racing along the beach, '

Ginanan no anak tu dada na.
run-away attrlb. child topic aunt his

'It is his aunt that the child will run away from. '

M^gsabunan du anak to tapo.
soap topic children oblique waterfall

'The children soaped each other up at the waterfall, '

Sinabunan no anak tu ulu na.
soap attrlb. child topic head his

'It was his hair that the child soaped up, '

6.3.4 Orientation 4

Orientation 4 may have as its object an Instrument or body part

used in the action or the participant most affected by the action.

Nangiginan ^k to ul^s ni Seray.
ran-away I oblique blanket attrlb. Seray

'I ran away with Seray 's blanket, '

Nrginan ko tu ul^s nl Seray.
ran-away I topic blanket attrlb, Seray

'It was Seray 's blanket that I ran away with, '

N^ngMukag ^k to anak.
woke~up I oblique child

'I woke up the child, '

NMukag ko din tu anak.
woke-up I already topic child

'The child is the one I woke up, '
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6.3.5 In orientation 2, and in orientation 4 of Table 10, there are

pairs of affixes such as mag- and mang- that differ by an affix-final

g and ng. For those verbs which taJce both g and ng affixes, the

difference in meaning has been difficult to identify. For some verb

stems ng forms signify a more intensive action, m^gkan to nibble

,

mingan to eat. For other verbs the two forms have different objects.

migbuno to kill (an animal), mimuno to murder (a person)* On some

verbs the two affixes show a difference in tense, magsibak to chop

wood (present), mangsibak to chop wood (future). On at least one

verb the two affixes differentiate the object as singular or plural.

m^ngakit to invite one person, m^gakit to invite several people,

6.3.6 Not all of the orientations may be used with any given verb

stem. A preliminary investigation of verb stem classes (J. Headland

1969) Indicates that these restrictions on the occurrence of the

orientation blocks of affixes may well prove to be definable in terms

of stem classes. Similarly, the various meanings of the orientations,

of g versus ng, and of a versus i (section 6.1), may also prove to

depend on the class of the verb stem with which they occur.
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6.4 ASPECT

6.4.1 Abilitative Aspect

The abilitative affixes of Table 8 signify that the actor has within

himself the ability to perform the action. This affixation only has

subject focus and dependent forms.

Tu kuy^ng minalim^s da ^wan makanangoy.
topic rat drown because no aan~8wim

'The rat drowned heaauee he didn't know how to ewim» *

Ewan makalakad tu pile.
no can-walk topic cripple

'The cripple could not walk, '

6.4.2 Purposive Aspect

The purposive affixes of Table 8 signify that the actor goes to do

something or get something (often the stem is a noun). In some measure

the action is intense or deliberate, or has an unstated purpose behind

it.

m^gaged to beg m^kiaged to go and beg

butag betel nut m^kibutag to go and get betel nut

m^nuyu to win someone 'a m^kisuyu to make an effort to

favor win someone ' a favor

m^guhon to converse m^kluhon to plead

dies God m^kidios to be religious

6.4.3 Continuative Aspect

The continuative aspect Is signalled by the combination of certain

affixes with a partial reduplication of the first syllable of the

stem, as shown in Table 11. This affixation only has subject focus

forms, and indicates that the action is continual, repetitive or

intensive

.

TABLE 11. CONTINUATIVE ASPECT
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6.4,4 Casual Aspect

The casual aspect is signalled by the combination of certain prefixes

with a fully reduplicated stem, as shown in Table 12. This aspect

Indicates that an action is done casually or slowly, and only has

sub j ect focus forms

.

TABLE 12. CASUAL ASPECT

non-past
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6.4.6 Deceptive Aspect

The deceptive aspect is formed by the combination of certain affixes

with the reduplication of the first two syllables of the stem, as shown

in Table 14. This aspect only has subject focus forms and signifies

that the actor is only pretending to do the action in an attempt to

deceive

.

TABLE 14, DECEPTIVE ASPECT
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Mikepana ^k d^n ta anak.
arrow I already oblique child

*I accidentally shot the child.'

Kineinuman na kan tu petrolyo.
drink he hearsay topic kerosene

'They say he accidentally swallowed eome kerosene.'

6.5 CAUSATIUE VOICE WITH PREFIX pa-

The affixial forms in Table 9 consist of most of the basic affixa-

tions (Table 8) combined with the inner prefix pa-. However, pa-

does not combine with the Abilitative and Purposive forms, nor with

the dependent forms used in temporal clauses. The forms containing

pe- could be regarded as involving a fusion of pa- and I-.

The addition of pa- signifies that there is an extra participant in

the situation who causes the actor to act. The causer is always

expressed in the subject and the caused actor is expressed either in

the referent or the object, depending on the particular affix.

Inunek no ulito tu pttukan.
climb attrib. single-man topic bee

'Honey is what the man climbed up (the tree) to get, '

NIpaunek ko to ullto tu pitukan.
climb I oblique single-man topic bee

'Honey is what I had the man climb up (the tree) to get. '

Niunek no ulito tu Igut.
climb attrib. single-man topic rope

'It was rope that the man took up (the tree). '

Nipeunek ko to ulito tu igut*
climb I oblique single-man topic rope

'It was rope that I had the man take up (the tree),

'

6.6 l/OICES OF <pag-> PREFIXES

The affixial forms in Table 10 consist of most of the basic

affixations (Table 8) combined with the inner prefixes pag-, p^g",

pang- and p^ng-. The general effect of adding this <pag-> group of

affixes is to bring an extra participant into the situation which a

verb describes. This shows up in the English translation in several

different ways.

6.6.1 Causative Voice

The object focus affixes of orientation 2 in Table 8, plus <pag->

are causative in meaning. These have some differences (such as trans-

itivity) from the corresponding pa- forms (section 6.5).
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Inunek no ulito tu pitukan.
climb attrib. single-man topic bee

'Honey ia what the man climbed up (the tree) to get, '

Pinangunek ko tu ulito ta pitukan.
climbed I topic single-man oblique bee

'The man is the one I had climb up to get the honey* '

Pinaunek ko tu ulito.
climb I topic single-man

'The man is the one I had climb up the tree (so the bull wouldn't

gore him) .
'

6.6.2 Cooperative Voice

The subject focus and dependent affixes of orientation 1 in Table 8,

plus <pag-> always take a plural subject and signify a cooperative

activity.

Nagpag i skuwe 1 a kame to araw ta Kalabgan.
went-to-achool we the past-time oblique Kalabgan

'We all went to school together at Kalabgan long ago,'

Du b^be me ^y m^gp^gladey ta ab^k.
toplc-pl. women our link weave oblique mat

'Our women all weave mats (working) together, '

M^gpegkona kttam san se a m^giknud a mesapal kitam.
like we only this link sit link starving we

'We just sit around like this together starving to death,'

6.6.3 Cooperative Purposive Voice

The purposive affixes of Table 8, plus <pag-> may take either a

singular or plural subject and signify that the actor is making an

effort to join others in the activity.

mek
i
pag ta rabaho to go and join others in working

m^kipaguhon to seek to converse with others

m^kipagkasal to go to a wedding

6.6.4 External Ability

When <pag-> is added to the abilitative affixes of Table 8 the

combination signifies that the actor is given his ability by some

outside circumstance or person. This contrasts with the abilitative

affixes of Table 8, which without <pag-> signify an internal ability

originating within the actor.

Makaantipara din ti D^ngdlng.
diving-goggles already topic DengdSng

'DSngdeng knows how to go spear-fishing, '
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Makapagant i para d^n ti D^ngd^ng.
diving-gogglee already topic DengdSng

'Dengddng can now go epeav fisMng (beaauae the river has become

alear) .
'

6.6.5 Benefactive Voice

When <pag-> Is combined with the orientation ^ affixes of Table 8,

the extra participant brought Into the situation is the person (other

than the actor) for whom the action is being performed. This bene-

ficiary is expressed in the object, and may or may not be In focus,

M^ng
i pags i kaw ik ni Didog.

make- field I oblique Didog

'X am making a field for Didog •
'

Ipagsikaw ko ti Didog.
make- field I topic Didog

'It ie for Didog that I am making a field, '

Minepanggimet mo tu anak ta bitek na?
make you topic child oblique spear his

'Was it for the child that you made a spear?'

6,7 lA/WER PREFIX ka-

In some instances the inner prefix ka- is derivational and changes

the meaning of the stem unpredictably, m^gtidug to sleep; migkatidug

to lie down* However, In most Instances , ka- is inflectional, and

carries various meanings onto the stems on which it occurs. On some

verb stems it means *plural subject*, and the sequence magka- seems to

be the plural equivalent of me-, when used to describe a state,

Mesib^t siya. He is strong,

Magkasib^t side. They are strong.

On some noun stems ka- means obtain,

b i t^ng pig net

m^gbit^ng to set a pig net

m^gkabit^ng to get a pig net
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